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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
Creativity, good taste, perfect feel of composition and colors are what I have got from
my parents and I always use to say: "You cannot get it all with plenty of courses,
diplomas and universities, if you don't haven't got it with mother's milk."
My name is Aleksandrs Frederiks and having German blood I grew up in Latvia.
Spending a year in the Canary islands, I moved to Georgia - ancient Caucasian country,
which I have beloved already from my childhood, so now I am here.
To be honest, I have had no degree in arts, photography or anything else what staying
at, only different courses in some Art schools, but already for 20 years, parallelly my
main workplaces, which weren't linked to the art and creativity, I have improved my skills
and senses in digital graphic, video capturing and processing, image capturing and
processing, sound processing. Of course, I have participated in many commercial
projects as logo and corporative style creating, advertisements, promo videos etc. I
have created a huge count of different purpose patterns, some industrial design, maps,
package design, some books and albums, web page design...
I know, for most business people in the world your talent and intelligence is nothing,
matters only piece of paper, but I don't care of it, I don't care of critics - I am living this
life, I love, I create, I share all of it with others even when it is only I can share. That's
me and I am not afraid of any negative comment I will get because of my point of view.

Previous Clientele
A Saudade, Bukawo, GHF, Ayuntamiento de Granadilla de Abona, Elspan, Canarian
Translations, Pegasi International, Expert-GE, Mirrello, Pekaners, Finca la Airosa,
Reformahaus Botanico, Vinos y quesos de Tenerife, Amprerio, Cocoloco...
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